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Abstract

The movement of grain boundaries in pure metals and alloys with a low con-

centration of dislocations has been historically proved to follow curvature flow

behavior. This mechanism is typically known as grain growth (GG). However,

recent 3D in-situ experimental results tend to question this global picture con-

cerning the influence of the curvature on the kinetics of interface migration.

This article explains, thanks to 2D anisotropic full-field simulations, how the

torque effects can complicate these discussions. It is then illustrated that ne-

glecting torque effects in full-field formulations can have a significant effect on

the overall rate of GG, the shape of grains and grain boundaries as well as their

local kinetics. The apparent reduced mobility can be much more complex than

expected without necessarily questioning the influence of the curvature on the

local kinetic equation.
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1. Introduction

Grain boundaries (GB) are ubiquitous components in functional and struc-

tural materials which influence their electrical, magnetic, thermal, or mechanical

properties. Mastering a GB network and its evolution during thermomechanical

treatment is an absolute requirement for optimizing materials in most techno-

logical applications. Three main processes lead to the global minimization of the

system energy during thermomechanical treatments of monophase polycrystals:

recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth (GG). Although the GG mecha-

nism has been known for more than one century and actively studied for 70

years [1–5], it remains a very active research topic in terms of in-situ data ac-

quisition [6], involved equations, and modeling [7]. This historical background

has brought us to the current global picture: GG in single-phase polycrystals

relatively free of point and line defects is driven by the minimisation of GB

areas to decrease the system’s interfacial energy. The velocity ~v at which GBs

move when subjected to a driving force F is assumed to be the product of the

GB mobility µ and F . This force is the product of the GB energy γ and the

GB curvature, i.e., the trace of the curvature tensor in the 3D space, κ. Thus,

at the polycrystal scale, GG is classically described by the equation

~v = −µγκ~n, (1)

where ~n is the outside normal to the GB and GB properties should be depicted in

the 5-dimensional parameter space of the misorientation of the abutting crystals

and the GB plane (inclination). Literature classically uses the term ”reduced

mobility” to describe the µγ product. However, this picture remains question-

able in many aspects when describing the local migration of a GB. The main

question probably lies in the appropriateness of representing the migration of

an interface using its macroscopic properties (misorientation and inclination).

Thanks to the improvement of GG experiments, this aspect is more and more

discussed in the state of the art. Indeed, monitored in-situ in a synchrotron by

3D X-ray diffraction microscopy techniques, which avoid bias inherent to 2D ob-

servations, opens the way to precise reverse engineering [6, 8] in order to discuss
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the v/κ ratio, i.e., the apparent reduced mobility of each GB while knowing their

characteristics in the 5-dimensional parameter space of the misorientation and

inclination. If Eq.1 is indeed a simplification of lower scale phenomena in con-

stant discussions [9, 10], the interpretation of the results obtained tends in some

cases to refute or at least to question the real impact of the curvature on the ki-

netics of the interfaces [6] or to dispel the 5-parameter description of the reduced

mobility [11]. The observation of Interfaces not moving towards their center of

curvature (v/κ ratio of opposite sign to the expected one) and/or presenting

kinetics very different from other grain boundaries with similar characteristics

in the 5-dimensional space indicate that further investigation is required.

The numerical results presented here illustrate how topological and torque ef-

fects can complicate grain boundary dynamics. If this aspect was already dis-

cussed using atomistic simulations [12, 13], the aim here is to show that the ratio

v/κ per interface can present complex statistics at the polycrystal scale while

respecting a curvature-flow type kinetic equation and 5-parameters reduced mo-

bility. From a simulation results point of view, this is not trivial either. Indeed if

polycrystal GG has been widely studied using a variety of numerical approaches

like phase-field [14, 15], Monte Carlo or Cellular Automata [16], vertex [17], fi-

nite element-level set (FE-LS) methods [18–21], front-tracking in a FE context

[22, 23]; there is, however, a real confusion on the notion of anisotropic full-field

simulation whereas these models can be used as fitting methodologies [11] of

experimental 3D datasets. Indeed, it must be highlighted that the distinction

between 3-parameter and 5-parameter space for the GB description in full-field

frameworks is not straightforward. In the literature, heterogeneous values of GB

properties are classically referred to as anisotropic. Moreover, in the rare formu-

lations where both the effect of the misorientation and the inclination are taken

into account, the GB energy dependence on the normal direction is generally

defined without inquiring about the need for the torque terms in solving equa-

tions. Thus, the conclusions of many full-field simulation works published today

are probably biased and contradictory either because of the complexity of the

considered microstructures or because of the limitations of the simulations used
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to reproduce actual 5-parameter GB kinetics with torque effects. This article

will illustrate that anisotropic simulations with or without taking into account

torque terms can deviate substantially with regards to grain morphologies and

local and global grain growth kinetics and v/κ ratio.
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2. Numerical Method

In this section, some of the requirements to perform full-anisotropic com-

putations for polycrystals are given. The so-called ”Topological Remeshing in

Lagrangian framework for large interface Motion” (TRM) model presented in

[22] and adapted to heterogeneous/anisotropic simulations in [24] will be used

in this work. The TRM model allows the representation of a polycrystal with

a 2D body-fitted unstructured mesh, and uses a Lagrangian scheme for the

modeling of GB migration. The TRM model has allowed the FE study of differ-

ent microstructural mechanisms such as grain growth (GG) [22] and dynamic

recrystallization (DRX) [23]. The TRM model also features a well balanced

parallel implementation that allows its use in an HPC environment [25], with a

gain in 2D computational performance 15 times faster than classical methods

such as the LS-FE approach.

GB energy is classically considered as dependant of the tuple (Mlw, ~n) where

Mlw represents the misorientation tensor of the two adjacent grains (l and w)

defining the GB and ~n is the local normal to the GB [7] pointed in the direction

of the curvature center. As thus, Mlw being constant for a given GB, while ~n

taking different directions in a single GB, two kinds of anisotropic simulations

can be defined [20, 21, 26]: the first, the heterogeneous case, where only the

dependence on Mlw is taken into account (thus each GB takes a constant value

of γ disregarding its inclination), and the second the anisotropic case where the

dependence of γ on the tuple (Mlw, ~n) is considered (thus the γ field can take

different values along a non-flat GB).

The dependence on the misorientation matrix can be translated into a de-

pendence on the disorientation θ and the misorientation axis attributed to each

GB. The dependence to the misorientation axis will not be discussed here. The

computation of θ depends on the alloy’s crystallographic properties and is, in

general, computed using a brute-force algorithm (see [24] for information re-
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garding its computation in the context of the TRM model). Additionally, in

this article, we will compute the inclination dependence by using the counter-

clockwise angle ω measured between the projection on the XY-plane of the

misorientation axis and the GB normal ~n. As such, we define the value of γ for

each interface as follows:

γ(θ,ω) = γD(θ) · γ
I
(ω), (2)

where the terms γD(θ) and γI(ω) are the contribution to the energy given by

the disorientation and by the inclination angle respectively. Typically, the value

of γD(θ) can be computed using a Read-Shockley formulation [27] or similar (see

[20, 24] for comparisons of different γD(θ) functions). Note that, in the following,

the heterogeneous formulation will use γI(ω) = 1.

In the absence of stored energy and with isotropic properties, grain boundary

kinetics have historically been approximated by curvature flow, where the local

curvature drives the local velocity of GBs as detailed in Eq.1. In an anisotropic

context, however, the local velocity of an interface, driven by the minimization of

the interfacial energy, depends on the second derivative of gamma as a function

of the inclination angle (w), which allows writing [28]:

~v = −µκ~n(γ +
∂2γ

∂ω2
), (3)

which is an approximation in 2D of the more general form of Herring’s equa-

tions for single interfaces [29]. The sum of γ and its second derivative with

respect to inclination is also well-known as the grain boundary stiffness [12, 30].

This equation can be approximated for discrete interfaces using the following

expression [24]:

~vi = µi

(∑p
j γij~tij + τij~nij∑p
j |NiNj | · p−1

)
, (4)

which is a variant of a discrete formulation proposed in [28] and where the

index i and j are the identities of adjacent nodes Ni and Nj representing one
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of the segments NiNj of a given GB, µi is the mobility of node Ni and which

will be considered as homogeneous in the following (µi = µ), γij , tij and ~nij

are respectively the boundary energy, the unit tangent vector and the normal of

the segment NiNj and where p is the number of segments connected to node Ni

(Eq.4 also works for multiple junctions). Note the appearance of the term τij

which corresponds to the torque experienced by the segment NiNj due to the

dependence on the inclination angle ω [29, 31], this torque is defined as follows:

τij = − dγ

dωij
. (5)
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3. Numerical Results

This section presents the results obtained by using the anisotropic TRM

model detailed in [24]. Three sets of simulations were performed, the first using

a heterogeneous configuration (γ(θ)), the second using an anisotropic configu-

ration without consideration of torque terms (disregarding the second term in

Eq.3) but by considering the dependence of the grain boundary energy (γ(θ,ω))

on the inclination angle, and the last one using the same anisotropic configu-

ration but considering torque terms. Each set contains four simulations using

different initial states obtained from optimized Laguerre-Voronoi tessellations

[32, 33], generated with different random components but representing the same

statistical distribution. Each representative volume element (RVE) corresponds

to a square of 1 × 1 mm with about 8000 initial grains (see Fig.1 (left)). The

orientation of each grain was assigned at random, which typically results in a

disorientation field following a Mackenzie probability distribution [34] (see Fig.9

(top-left)). Moreover, null Neumann boundary conditions are used in all sim-

ulations which produce orthogonality between GBs and the external domain

boundaries (acting as symmetry planes). Due to the remeshing strategy used in

the simulations, periodic boundary conditions were not considered. Moreover,

the convergence of the results in terms of the number of grains was verified

(no impact of the considered boundary conditions on the obtained final grain

statistics for the simulated annealing times).

Grain boundary properties have been computed using material properties

approximated to those of pure nickel at 1400 K (γ = 1 J · m−2 and µ =

0.1 mm4 · J−1 · s−1). A Read-Shockley function [27] was used for the computa-

tion of γD(θ) while the value of γI(ω) was obtained thanks to the function γI(ω) =

1.5·sin2(ω)+0.5·cos2(ω) which maintains an average value of γI(ω) = 1.0 J ·m−2

while promoting a reasonable maximal value of the torque term (two times the

γI(ω) value). Figure 2 plots the value of γI and dγI/dω in polar coordinates, this

function has no particular physical meaning, and it is used here to illustrate the
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Grain radius mm

Figure 1: Example of one of the four Laguerre-Voronoi tessellations used as initial states.

Colors are representative of the individual grain radius (defined as
√
S/π with S the grain

surface): (left) complete domain, (right) successive zooms and mesh used.

impact of torque terms by considering reasonable variations of γI(ω) compared

to existing description in the state-of-the-art (e.g. Fig.4 in [13]).

All simulations used an isotropic mesh size value of hTRM = 4 · 10−4mm

(see Fig.1 (right)) and a constant time step of dt = 5s. Three hours of thermal

annealing were simulated. Compared to previous works [22, 23, 25], these mesh

size and time step values are smaller; this is because a higher precision on the
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Figure 2: Plot of γI and dγI/dω as a function of the inclination angle ω in polar coordinates.

description of grain boundaries and their dynamics is required when accounting

for torque terms. Simulations without torque do not require such a level of

detail, but the same numerical parameters were used in order to avoid precision

bias while comparing the results.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate one example (zoomed) of the microstructure evolu-

tions for the three formulations by considering the same initial state. It is clear

that the microstructure morphology is strongly related to the dependence of γ

to the inclination angle ω and to the use of torque terms into the computation

of GB kinetics. The heterogeneous case (using a Read-Shockley formulation)

behaves smoothly in all directions, driven by the Young’s equilibrium of multi-

ple junctions and conserving an equiaxed microstructure. The anisotropic case

without torque tends to produce non-convex grain morphologies with smoothly

curved grain boundaries. The evolution is driven not only by the Young’s equi-

librium of multiple junctions but also by the grain boundary energy minimiza-

tion. Finally, the anisotropic case with torque terms, which remains driven by

the energy minimization, behaves, however, in a very different way: equilibrium

states at multiple junctions are highly affected by torque terms, as some junc-

tions appear to have found their equilibrium at angles higher than 180o, this is
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Figure 3: Example (zoom) of the evolution of morphologies for the different tests as a function

of time for the same initial microstructure. Very different morphologies are found for the tests,

showing how influential torque terms can be. Colors are representative of the individual grain

radius.
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Figure 4: Example (zoom) of the distribution of grain boundary energies in the domain for

the different tests as a function of time for the same initial microstructure. Colors correspond

to the GB energy averaged on each GB.
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not only given by the use of torque terms but also because of the γI(ω) profile at

these positions.

Figure 5: Evolution of different averaged or integrated quantities as a function of time, (top-

left) arithmetic mean grain radius , (top-right) energy dissipation rate (dE/dt versus t),

(bottom-left) total grain boundary energy and (bottom-right) ratio between the mean ap-

parent reduced mobility and the real one (see Eq.6). Results for each case are averaged from

the results of the four different initial tessellations, with the range of results indicated by semi-

transparent shading of the same color as the corresponding curve. (Wherever this shading is

not visible, the maximum and minimum values are nearly identical with the average.)

Mean values are also strongly affected by the use of the torque terms. Fig.

5(top-left) illustrates the evolution of the arithmetic mean grain radius, which

exhibits a much slower evolution for the anisotropic case considering the torque

term than the other cases.

Moreover, the evolution of the total grain boundary energy (Fig. 5(bottom-

left)) for the simulations not using torque terms shows a slightly higher total
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Figure 6: Evolution of total GB energy as a function of the total GB length. Results for each

case are averaged from the results of the four different initial tessellations, with the range of

results indicated by semi-transparent shading as in Fig. 5.

energy at the beginning of the simulation than simulations with torque, as the

latter experience a higher Energy Dissipation Rate (EDR), dE (t) /dt, at this

stage (see Fig. 5(top-right)). This tendency is inverted after 100s of annealing,

when cases without torque experience an increase in the EDR which might arise

from an increase in the rate of topological changes in the GB network, whereas

the case with torque maintains its decreasing tendency. Then, at the end of

the simulation, the EDR is consistent for all three cases. Of course, this does

not mean that simulations with torque are less efficient when minimizing the

GB energy. Figure 6 shows the total GB energy as a function of the total GB

length, this plot illustrates how for the same total boundary length, simula-

tions with torque are the most efficient in terms of overall energy minimization.

The fact that simulations with torque have higher total energies, when plotted

against time (Fig. 5(bottom-left)), might be caused by a local stagnation of

GBs in positions with local energy minima, which tends to hold the GB net-

work in a higher energetic state longer than the other formulations. EDR in

fully anisotropic systems should occur faster as in this context two mechanisms

are operating: minimization caused by reduction of GB length and GB rotation
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by the action of torques. In our case, this postulate is true at the beginning of

the simulations where the GB network is identical for all cases.

Finally, the mean apparent reduced mobility of the GBs, was computed con-

sidering only curvature flow:

µγA =

∑
i

∫
Γi

(µiγi)
A dΓ∑

i Li
, (6)

with Γi the GB i, Li =

∫
Γi

dΓ its length, and µiγi the apparent reduced

mobility along Γi:

(µiγi)
A =

|~vi|
κi
, (7)

where the terms |~vi| and κi are the velocity and mean curvature evaluated

along Γi following the procedure described in [22]. Note that, one can also com-

pute the real value of the reduced mobility given by the product of the mobility

µi and the local GB energy γi along Γi, we will use the syntax (µγ)R to differ-

entiate the real from the apparent reduced mobility.

Figure 5(bottom-right) illustrates the form of the relationship between µγA

and µγR during the simulation. Note how the heterogeneous and anisotropic

tests without torque show values of around (µγA)/(µγR) = 1.0, with some sud-

den variations occurring when some grains disappear (where the computation of

Eq.7 can deviate given the high values of curvature on small grains). Anisotropic

simulations with torque show a more complex behaviour with values starting at

1.0 and an equilibrium state at around (µγA)/(µγR) = 3.0.

Fig. 7(left) gives a deeper insight into the minimization of energy given by

torque terms. Both anisotropic tests seem to promote low energy states by

reducing the amount of interface with high energies. However, simulations with

torque do so much faster, relatively to the total length of interfaces. (see also
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Figs. 3 and 4).

Figure 7: Results of the test cases with different attributes on the computation of the velocity

of grain boundaries. Each case uses four tests with four different initial tessellations. (left)

Grain boundary energy distribution as a percent of the total length of GBs. (right) Scalar

product between the velocity ~v and the local normal ~n as as a percent of the total length of

GBs.

The behavior of µγA for the simulations with torque terms is explained by the
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fact that Eq. 7 underestimates the reduced mobility of stationary-curved GBs,

while overestimating it on evolving-flat GBs, both mechanisms only appearing

on simulations with torque. This is also observed in Fig. 8(right) where the value

(µγ)A is plotted in a distribution weighted by GB length at different times. GBs

without torque present a values of (µγ)A lower than around 1.5×10−7 mm2 ·s−1,

while for GBs with torque, this quantity is distributed in a wider range with

a maximun at around 2.0 × 10−7 mm2 · s−1. Additionally, it is shown how

values higher than 2.5×10−7 mm2 · s−1 appear for these simulations, which are

found for flat GBs with a velocity component higher than a curvature-flow type

of velocity would suggest. Figure Fig. 8(left) gives the distribution of (µγ)R

for reference, showing how the only case that deviates on the computation of

the apparent reduced mobility is the case with torque effects. In some cases,

torque effects driving the GBs in a direction contrary to the center of curvature

are dominant, and thus produces velocities opposed to curvature-flow, this is

illustrated in Fig. 7(right) where the scalar product ~v ·~n finds negative values (~n

always pointing in the direction of the curvature center). This, however, only

applies for simulations with torque effects.

Other statistical curves can be observed in Fig. 9. The disorientation distri-

butions seem to maintain their Mackenzie shape with a few deviations between

0° and 20°. These deviations are obtained thanks to the low GB energy for

these disorientation values (Read-Shockley formulation), although this result is

less predominant when using torque terms. Finally, the grain size distribution

shows a clear difference between torque and no-torque simulations. Grain size

evolves much quicker when torque effects are not used, which is a direct conse-

quence of the high GB energy states, which disappear more slowly in no-torque

simulations comparatively to simulations with torque terms (see figure 8(left)).

Finally, in [35] it has been reported a very strong inverse correlation between

the grain boundary population and the relative grain boundary energy. Here we

have found a similar tendency for the anisotropic configurations (see Fig. 10),

where the configurations with torque present a more pronounced slope. Also,
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Figure 8: Results of the test cases with different attributes on the computation of the velocity

of grain boundaries. Each case uses four tests with four different initial tessellations. (left)

Real and (Right) apparent reduced mobility distribution as a percent of the total length of

GBs.

the heterogeneous configurations showed a proportional behaviour (contrary to

the observations in [35]).
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Figure 9: Results of the test cases with different attributes for the computation of the GB

velocities. Each case uses 4 tests with 4 different initial tessellations. (left) Normalized

Mackenzie grain boundary disorientation plot [34] is given for reference. (Right) Grain size

distributions as a percent of the total domain surface.
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Figure 10: Final relative boundary energy distribution in multiples of random density (MRD)

units. Results of the configuration using torque terms seem have the same tendency as the

results reported in [35]. Energy data was normalized so the average relative value equals 1.
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4. Conclusion and perspectives

In this article, we have measured the apparent reduced mobility of grain

boundaries when heterogeneous (γ(θ)) and anisotropic (γ(θ,ω)) properties are

used on grain growth simulations. The apparent reduced mobility, in curvature

flow meaning, of each interface was computed using Eq.7 which underestimates

the reduced mobility of stationary-curved interfaces while overestimating it on

evolving-flat interfaces (both mechanisms are only present on anisotropic simu-

lations where torque terms are taken into account).

Torque effects have shown an apparent increase in the global reduced mo-

bility of grain boundaries. Moreover, the consideration of torque terms has

produced a more coherent response regarding the minimization of the grain

boundary energy, with a quicker relative reduction of GBs with high energies.

Two mechanisms are correlated to this behaviour: i. the faster shrinking of

flat grain boundaries with high surface energy, and ii. the torque-driven equi-

librium state of grain boundaries (stationary-curved) avoids high energy states

produced by the inclination angle ω.

While based on an empirical description of the inclination dependence, these

results illustrate two main points highlighted in the introduction:

• The apparent global and local reduced mobility described in Eqs. 6 and

7 are classically discussed when reverse engineering of 3D in-situ exper-

imental data is considered. As illustrated, the deviation from expected

values and behaviour can potentially be explained by the fact that the

GB stiffness must be taken into account in the analysis and not only the

GB energy. This result may have the effect of weighting the increasingly

common conclusion that this deviation is only due to the fact that reduced

mobility cannot be properly described in the usual 5-dimensional space of

misorientation and inclination. Of course, it is not proven here that this

is not the case but it is clearly demonstrated that the torque terms must

be taken into account in reverse engineering analysis of experimental data
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at the polycrystal scale.

• Another conclusion concerns the fact that GG full-field simulations, de-

fined as anisotropic by considering the GB energy described in the usual

5-dimensional space, can potentially be misleading if the torque terms are

not explicitly incorporated into the considered driving force.

The level of anisotropy given by the equation employed for γI(ω) can, of

course, be discussed. Here, this term produces, at most, for boundaries with

a misorientation angle around 43◦, twice the dynamics from torque than from

capillarity (Fig.2), showing that, even for reasonable degrees of anisotropy com-

paratively at values already discussed in the literature [13], torque effects can be

important. Nonetheless, a complementary study is needed in order to identify

the minimal degree of anistropy for torque-driven dynamics to become notice-

able at the statistical and morphological level, which is a perspective of this

work.

It is also relevant to mention that, while this study focused on 2D simu-

lations, there is no obvious reason why the conclusions would apply only for

this dimensionality. Of course, a 3D context is undoubtly more complex in all

regards and in order to confirm such a strong dependance on the torque terms

in 3D, a formal study is needed.

This is why perspectives of this work concern the extension to 3D-polycrystals

and the consideration of a more physical description of the inclination depen-

dence and of the misorientation axis dependence of the energy.
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